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Strategy  Hindrance  Action Plan Excellent Service






















Shape up to shape a new service
Lib re-org for Technical Services Group in 2014
Expanded the Scholarly Communication Group in 2014
New team- Research Data Management (April 2014) 
2 former technical services librarians 
Staff 1 (0.5 FTE) + Staff 2 (<0.5 FTE) 
[almost everyone is a dual role librarian: operational 
role and subject role] 










No relevant  
experience



























































and we are in great shape, so far 












































e.g. Data collection development policy
Data governance policy
e.g. IR platform and metadata
e.g. Data literacy classes
LAS conference 2014
Data Curation – SMU Libraries
Tint Hla Hla Htoo
Research Data Services Librarian

the main form of scholarly 
communication. But 
publications are only the 
tip of the iceberg
Research data are often: 
1. Unavailable, 
2. Unfindable, if available at all 
3. Uninterpretable. If available AND findable at all
4. Not re-usable,  if available, findable, interpretable at all
Availability and reusability
of research data have big 
social and economic impact 
on our society.
Science will progress faster.
Research Funders - adopt data sharing policy or 
mandate
Publishers - Data availability policy or mandate 
requires authors to make data and material available to 
readers, as a condition of publication.
Researchers – (With varying degrees) Share data to 
increase impact and visibility of research, promotes 
innovation and potential new data uses, etc.










 Provide infrastructure and related services to 
ensure long term availability and access to data
 Institutional Repository to collect data and other 
research outputs, in addition to publications
Why deposit in IR
 Institutional Archive 
 Robust infrastructure
 Compliant with international standards and 
protocols for maximum discoverability
 Granular access control
 Manage by professionals
 Measure impact by Altmetrics 
• Content and Other Policies
• Organization & Description
• Copyright & Licensing
• Limitation with current IR infrastructure (e.g. 
no permanent identifier issued which is often 
required for tracking and data citation to 
demonstrate impact) 
• Demonstrating Impact
Challenges
